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Yue Feng nodded, then led the way ahead and walked towards the central army tent.
Moroye and Duan Yu followed closely behind, and Wen Chou Chou and others also
accompanied them.
“Little Master Huasheng, please have some tea!”
Yue Feng smiled at Duan Yu when he arrived at the central army tent, and soon the tea
was ready.
Duan Yu thanked him and drank the tea.
“Little Master Huasheng!”
At this time, Wen Chou Chou couldn’t help but curiously said: “The sea area between
the Earth Circle Continent and the Apocalypse Continent is not very wide, everyone
else is dead, it is unfortunate that you can survive. Fortunately, it’s just… why did you
come back now, but what happened?” The
voice fell, and the others around looked at Duan Yu curiously.
Yes, from the Earth Circle Continent, across the sea to the Apocalypse Continent, and
then to the Chaos Mountains, the fastest three days, the latest five days, but this
metamorphosis, from the departure to the appearance just now, took a full thirteen
days. .
Duan Yu smiled bitterly: “To tell you the truth, when the storm hit, I also fell into the sea,
and finally drifted to a desert island. Later, I encountered pirates. It can be said that
misfortunes do not come singly.”
So it was.
Hearing this, everyone suddenly nodded.
At this time, Duan Yu showed a smile and continued: “There is a saying that is good,
the blessing of misfortune depends on me, maybe it is God’s will. At that time, I fought
with pirates and was rescued by a sea shark clan. Now , they were taken to the coral
island where their tribe lives.”
“There, I got an amazing news, it turned out that when Xuanyuan Huangdi expected the
Rakshasa tribe to cross the Chaos Mountains, he left a treasure to let the sea shark
tribe. Keep it, just put the key to open the treasure stone box in the Chaos Mountains.”

“It is about the safety of Kyushu. At that time, I asked the chief of the shark clan to give
me the treasure and bring it back to the Chaos Mountains. Unfortunately, the chief of
the shark clan did not believe me.”
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When he said this, Duan Yu had a face on his face. Seriously, while secretly observing
the reactions of everyone present.
Yes, these words are all made up by Duan Yu. He knows that it will be difficult for him to
secretly investigate. It is better to make up a lie. If someone in the Kyushu camp gets
the contents of the stone box and hears his words, Certainly difficult to calm down.
In fact, before he came, Duan Yu was betting on Yue Wuya and Han Bing, and he
hadn’t come to the Chaos Mountain Range, but now, he was right. As long as the Yue
Wuya brothers and sisters are not there, you can say whatever you want, without any
scruples at all.
Whoa!
In an instant, the entire central army tent was in an uproar, and everyone was stunned,
extremely shocked.
It turns out… Xuanyuan Huangdi left a treasure to his descendants, and he deserves to
be the head of the Three Sovereigns and Five Emperors. Such a foresight.
At this time, everyone did not doubt Duan Yu’s words. After all, he was Moroye’s
apprentice, so there was no need to deceive everyone.
rub.
Yue Feng was even more excited. He stood up at once and looked at Duan Yu closely:
“Little Master Huasheng,
is what you said true?” Some couldn’t hold back.
Because what Duan Yu was looking for was in Yue Feng’s hands, it was a dragon ball,
why not get excited?
At this time, Yue Feng did not realize that he was deceived by the monk in front of him,
and he was extremely excited. It turned out that another thing, the coral island in the
depths of the vast sea, was guarded by the sea sharks for thousands of years.
“Of course it’s true.” Duan Yu looked firm.
Ha ha…

Hearing this, Yue Feng couldn’t help laughing. He patted his thigh and said, “God helps
Kyushu, haha…”
This…
Seeing Yue Feng so excited, everyone present was stunned.
What is he so excited about?
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Duan Yu also frowned, staring at Yue Feng, his eyes uncertain.
Yue Feng was so excited, could it be…
“Hehe!”
Facing the gazes of everyone, Yue Feng smiled slightly, then took out a bead from his
body, the rays of light circulated, dazzling, and the rays of light suddenly illuminated the
entire central army tent. Bright.
Swish!
In an instant, the eyes of everyone present were deeply attracted, and they all stared
wide-eyed, locking on the orb in Yue Feng’s hand, all stunned.
Everyone clearly noticed that this orb could not help but be gorgeous and unparalleled,
and it also contained a strange power. Once this power was unsealed, it would be
earth-shattering.
shit.
Duan Yu was also stunned, his eyes staring at the treasure without blinking, flashing
with scorching light, his heart was also indescribably shocked and jealous.
Is this the treasure in that stone box? Something that can open a stone chest?
Mad, after a long time, Yue Feng took it away, this guy is lucky.
Muttering in his heart, Duan Yu resisted his excitement and said in surprise to Yue
Feng: “Sect Master Yue, you are…”
Duan Yu thought about it, he must not expose himself, he must calm down, and then
find a way to make Yue Feng The orb in his hand is tricked, and when the time comes,
if you get the orb, you can open the stone box and get the peerless treasure.

Before he could finish his question, Yue Feng said with a smile: “Little Master
Huasheng, this is one of the two treasures you mentioned. I accidentally found a cave in
a mountain forest and got what Xuanyuan Huangdi left in it. .”
“I also understand what you said, two treasures, one near the Chaos Mountains and the
other outside the vast sea, I got one of them, and I was thinking about how to find it
overseas. Unexpectedly, Master Huasheng brought it with me. An important clue. It
turns out that another protection, on the coral island, is guarded by the sea sharks.”
“Haha… In this way, the two treasures have a definite location, and it is only a matter of
time before they become one.”
“Right now and Luo The clan confronted each other, the situation was severe, and at a
critical moment, Master Huasheng revealed such an important clue, this is God’s will,
the heavens help me in Kyushu.”
When he said this, Yue Feng smiled and was very excited.
But when he mentioned that cave, Yue Feng didn’t say that he was framed by Yu
Wenyan. You know, now is the critical period to fight against the Rakshasa clan. Yue
Feng didn’t want to have trouble again between Kyushu.
Yue Feng thought about it. After defeating the Rakshasa clan, he would find Yu Wenyan
to settle the account. After all, the Linglong Pagoda was still in her hands.
call!
Hearing these words, the people around were also overjoyed.
“Yeah, God bless Kyushu.”
“Little Master Huasheng, it’s really time to come back.”
“We don’t need to be nervous in the future against the Rakshasa clan, haha…”
During the discussion, Ren Yingying thought of something, look Holding the orb in Yue
Feng’s hand, he curiously said, “There are clues to both treasures, but what did
Xuanyuan Huangdi leave behind? Also, what kind of bead is in your hand, Yue Feng, I
feel curious.
” When it fell, everyone also reacted, and re-observed the beads one by one.
Yeah, what the heck is this bead?
What treasure did Xuanyuan Huangdi leave behind?

In the face of everyone’s questions, Yue Feng smiled and said, “I don’t know what the
treasure left by Xuanyuan Huangdi is, but what I can explain is that this bead is not an
ordinary bead, but a dragon ball. “
What?
Hearing this, the entire Chinese military tent immediately boiled.
Dragon Ball? Is this bead a dragon ball?
Everyone was stunned and completely stupid.
There have been rumors of dragons in the Kyushu continent since ancient times.
According to legends, the dragon is the head of the mythical beast. It soars between the
heavens and the earth and possesses terrifying power.
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It is said that thousands of years ago, there were dragons on the continent of Kyushu,
but with the continuous strengthening of human beings, the dragons disappeared. At
this time, no one thought that they could see the dragon balls.
You know, Dragon Ball is the essence of the dragon.
For a time, everyone stared blankly at the dragon ball in Yue Feng’s hand, and they
were speechless in shock.
The entire central army tent was silent, almost audible for needles falling.
After a few minutes of silence, Long Qianyu was the first to react and couldn’t help but
say, “Since the Dragon Ball is the key to opening the treasure chest, it seems that what
Xuanyuan Huangdi left behind may be a dragon.
” ..
Hearing this guess, everyone couldn’t help but gasp, leaving a dragon behind? If this is
the case, what kind of Rakshasa are the Kyushu continents afraid of?
Yue Feng also took a deep breath, nodded in agreement and said, “Yes, I guess so
too.”
At this moment, Duan Yu, who was sitting there, his eyes flashed with endless
scorching heat, Madd, if it is a dragon, he must Find a way to deceive the Dragon Ball,
you know, the treasure chest was hidden in that cave.

Get the Dragon Ball, open the treasure chest, wake up the dragon inside, who else is
your opponent in Kyushu?
Thinking of this, Duan Yu couldn’t wait to get up and wanted to take action immediately
and grab the Dragon Ball directly from Yue Feng, but considering so many people
around, Duan Yu held back.
Can’t be reckless.
Not to mention that the people present are the leaders of the Kyushu Continent, but
even Moroye next to him cannot be underestimated.
At this moment, Sun Dasheng stood up and said to Yue Feng with great excitement:
“Fengzi, since Dragon Ball is now, what are we waiting for? Hurry up and send
someone to Coral Island.”
The voice fell, and everyone around him spoke up.
“Yeah, Master Huasheng, it’s not too late to know the location of the coral island.”
“If the treasure is really a dragon, we don’t have to deal with the Rakshasa clan so
hard.”
“Everyone is right, Yue Feng, you are still Let’s go to Coral Island with little master
Huasheng, we will watch here, nothing will happen.”
Everyone’s suggestion, you and I came, Yue Feng was very tempted.
Duan Yu was even more excited.
Haha…
As long as Yue Feng goes to the coral island with himself, and when he finds an
opportunity to raid, the Dragon Balls will surely be captured. After all, Yue Feng is only
one person and cannot be guarded against. He would never have thought that Moroye’s
apprentice would attack him. hands-on.
At this time, Yue Feng made a decision, looked around, shook his head and said with a
smile: “For the time being, there is no rush to go to Coral Island, tomorrow morning,
send someone to investigate the situation of the Rakshasa camp, and then make a
decision. “
Seriously, Yue Feng really wanted to follow everyone’s advice, and Huasheng rushed to
the coral island immediately. As for this, Zhang Jiao was temporarily in charge. After all,
Zhang Jiao used his troops like a god, and he was watching, so he was not afraid of the
Rakshasa army. Raid.

However, Zhang Jiao has just surrendered, and Yue Feng is still not sure if he is
convinced.
Hearing this, everyone looked at each other and nodded.
“That’s fine!”
“Yes, anyway, the Beiying army has joined. Let’s unite as one, and we are not afraid of
the Rakshasa army for the time being. Don’t be in a hurry to go to the coral island.”
Mad!
Seeing that Yue Feng did not take everyone’s opinion, Duan Yu’s face turned red,
extremely ugly.
“Little Master Huasheng!”
Just when Duan Yu was holding back the fire, Yue Feng turned his head and said with a
smile: “Thank you for telling us this, you are tired on the road, you should rest early, wait
for two days, the situation here It’s stable, please lead the way, let’s go to the coral
island and visit the sea sharks.”
Hearing this, Duan Yu smiled and nodded: “Okay! Everything is subject to the
arrangements of Sect Master Yue.”
Haha…
Yue Feng this Stupid, actually believed what he said, and took the initiative to go to the
coral island with himself. At that time, if you snatch the Dragon Ball, you must kill him
with your own hands.
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At this time, Duan Yu’s mood instantly became happy. Although he had to wait a few
days, Yue Feng said so himself, and he didn’t need to worry about anything.
Seeing Duan Yu nodding, Yue Feng didn’t say anything anymore and called everyone
back to rest.
Duan Yu followed Moroye back to the resting camp.
“Transformation!”
At this time, Moraye sat cross-legged and asked Duan Yu, “You tell Shishi, the disciples
of the sect with you are really in a storm and all of them are buried in the sea?”

When asking these questions, Moroye’s eyes showed a bit of deep meaning.
My own apprentice is cruel and easy to kill. Moroye understands it best. Although he
has converted to Buddhism, the ferocity in his heart has not completely subsided.
Therefore, Moroye does not really believe what Duan Yu said to everyone before. It felt
strange, but in front of so many people from Yue Feng, it was difficult to ask questions,
so I waited until now.
“Master!” Duan Yu said with a serious face: “Since the disciple converted to Buddhism,
he has been fully aware of what he has done in the past, and he has committed serious
sins. He has devoted himself to repenting and decided to reform himself. How can he
tell a lie?
” Thinking of something, he continued: “Moreover, Master often taught me that monks
should not lie.”
Hmm!
Hearing this, Moroye nodded slowly: “Okay, I believe in you for the master, and you can
truly repent. Master is very pleased.”
Duan Yu showed a trace of trust: “Thank you for your trust.”
Then, Duan Yu came over , with a sincere look on his face: “By the way, Master, this
disciple has been a teacher for so long, and Master has not yet passed on my Buddhist
practice. Today, I beg the disciple to ask Master to teach
him all the way .” It is extremely cold.
A month ago, he was severely injured by Moraye, his life was ruined, and he was forced
to apprentice. Duan Yu will never forget this humiliation in his life, but Moraye’s
Buddhist practice is profound, and Duan Yu knows that he is not an opponent. .
So Duan Yu thought about it and asked Moraye to teach the Buddhist practice, so that
he could find the flaws of Moraye. At that time, he killed his anger.
Moroye didn’t know Duan Yu’s thoughts, but seeing his sincere expression, he was very
pleased: “The so-called Buddha Dharma is boundless, the practice of my Linyin Temple
is handed down by Patriarch Bodhidharma. You also need to have a Zen mind, you
have a tendency to fight before, and you lack Zen mind, but your understanding is
good.”
After speaking, Moraye pondered for a while, and continued: “But seeing that you are so
humbly asking for advice, I will teach you. “
Thank you, Master!”

Duan Yu was overjoyed, and hurriedly knelt down to the ground.
At this moment, Duan Yu’s eyes flashed coldly, and his heart was also sneering,
Moroye, when I find the flaw in your practice, it will be your death.
Right now, on the other side.
After Yue Feng and the others left the central army tent, they did not rush back to the
tent to rest, but went to the cell.
He captured Mona, the daughter of King Rakshasa. This woman is so strong, will she
not commit suicide in prison?
With his heart oriented, Yue Feng arrived at the door of the cell.
“Let me go, or none of you will want to live.”
As soon as he arrived at the door, he heard a burst of coquettish shouting from the cell.
It was Mona’s voice.
Yue Feng couldn’t help but show a smile, this Mona is really strong.
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng walked in and was stunned when he saw the scene in
front of him. He saw that Mona had iron chains on her hands and feet, but she did not
panic at all. Her beautiful and heroic face was full of expressions. angry.
Outside the iron fence, the two guards looked bitter.
“Okay, you all step back.” Yue Feng walked over and said lightly.
“Yes!” The two guards responded quickly and left quickly.
For a time, Yue Feng and Mona were left in the cell.
“It’s you!”
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Seeing Yue Feng, Mona rushed to the iron fence and kept scolding: “You despicable
villain, use insidious means to catch me, I tell you, quickly let me go.”
“I Despicable?” Yue Feng laughed dumbly, then walked over and said with a smile:
“Princess Mona, what you said is wrong, it was obviously because you couldn’t stop my
Bailian Lenghuo, and I was arrested by me, how can I say I’m despicable? What?”
“You…”

Mona blushed and was speechless for a while.
Yue Feng walked to the iron fence, looked at Mona with a smile and said, “It’s okay if
you want me to let you go, but I want to ask you a few questions, you have to answer
truthfully.”
Seriously, after catching Mona, Although it is good for Kyushu, it also has
disadvantages. The Rakshasa people are eager to save people, and it is impossible to
guarantee that they will not make crazy actions.
So Yue Feng thought about it, and decided to learn more about the Rakshasa clan from
Mona’s mouth. Knowing the weaknesses, he could calmly deal with the next battle.
Mona didn’t speak, just snorted coldly.
What the fuck? Are you pretending to be cold with me?
“I ask you, how did you Rakshasa tame those giants, what are the weaknesses of the
giants, and, besides these giants, do you have any other means?” Yue Feng asked
lightly.
“Go away.” Mona’s red lips opened, and she said coldly.
This Yue Feng, who wanted to obtain the weakness of the Rakshasa from himself, was
dreaming. As the daughter of the Rakshasa King, how could it be possible to betray the
Rakshasa clan?
Yue Feng frowned, lost his patience, and said coldly: “Princess Mona, don’t be so cold,
think about your situation, do you want to be a prisoner all the time?”
Although he knew about the treasure left by Xuanyuan Huangdi, Luo The Sha clan must
have stayed in the wild and strange realm for thousands of years, and the cultivation
method is completely different from that of the Kyushu mainland.
Yue Feng thought about it, he must get some clues from Mona today.
“Go away.” Another cold word came out of Mona’s mouth.
What the hell!
This sentence, Yue Feng is completely angry, she is a prisoner now, and she is so
arrogant, who is she looking at?
“Princess Mona.” Yue Feng looked at Mona and said coldly: “I have limited patience,
don’t try to challenge, I will give you another chance to answer the question I just
asked.” The

voice fell, Yue Feng approached the cell, Quickly seal Mona’s acupuncture point, hold a
dagger tightly, and place it directly on Mona’s neck!
Mona looked at the dagger, without a trace of waves on her face: “You can kill me
directly, but I tell you, if I die, the entire Rakshasa clan will not let you go, my two
brothers will tear you apart. Broken into pieces, and everyone in your camp, will be
slaughtered!” The
Rakshasa people are not afraid of death, and so is Mona.
At this time, Mona didn’t know that her eldest brother, Meng Lang, had been killed by
Meng Ao and became the new commander of the Rakshasa camp.
Huh..
Yue Feng took a deep breath and frowned, Nima, this woman is really not afraid of
death.
“Let me go quickly.” Mona said coldly. Although it was acupointed, how could it look like
a prisoner?
Yue Feng couldn’t help laughing: “The two armies are fighting, you are now caught by
me, you are my prisoner, and you want me to let you go? Do you think it is possible? I
said just now, you can also let go. , but to answer my question.”
“Don’t say it.” Another two short words came out of Mona’s mouth.
Immediately afterwards, Mona looked at Yue Feng angrily: “I knew you were Yue Feng.
When I broke into my tent, I should have called the guards, arrested you, and beheaded
you to show it to the public.”
Yes, at this time, Mona was very suffocated.
At that time, Yue Feng broke into his tent, and he lost the internal force against him. He
admired him very much at the time, but this man lied to him and said a fake name Feng
Tao.
What Mona hated most was the person who deceived her. At this time, she made up
her mind and would rather die than answer Yue Feng’s question.
Nima!
Seeing that Mona was always uncooperative, Yue Feng was very angry, Nima, this
woman is too strong, and her status is special, she can’t kill and kill, and she can’t beat.
This is how to do?
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Seeing that Yue Feng was reluctant to take action, thinking that he was cowardly, Mona
smiled contemptuously: “What? I heard that you are a famous figure in Jiuzhou, and
now you don’t even dare to kill a prisoner, and you still want to defeat it. Us Rakshasa?
It’s ridiculous.”
You!
Looking at Mona’s appearance, Yue Feng gritted his teeth and lost his temper.
Nima, this woman is really hard to deal with.
“Kill me. If you don’t kill me, just let me go.” Mona sneered, her eyes full of provocation.
Nima!
Yue Feng breathed a sigh of relief, and showed a smile: “I won’t kill you. I will make you
unable to survive, and you will not be able to die.” The
voice fell, Yue Feng walked over quickly, peeled her lips apart, and took out a The
medicinal pill was quickly stuffed into it.
Gudong!
Before Mona could react, the pill was swallowed directly into her stomach.
“You… what did you give me to eat?” Mona looked at Yue Feng, her face full of shock
and anger. Yue Feng smiled and said, “What are you panicking about? Aren’t you afraid
of death? I’m giving you the
‘Hancui Fire Pill’!”
Cold two attributes, after taking it, you will feel attacked by ice and fire at the same time,
and at the same time, your body will be extremely itchy.
This kind of medicine pill, not to mention ordinary people, even the practitioners of the
tribulation realm can’t stand it.
“Hancui… Fire Pill?”
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At this moment, Mona’s body was shocked, and her heart was inexplicably flustered.

“Wait, what effect will it have, you will know in a while!” Yue Feng said with a smile, then
stepped back a few steps, leaned against the wall with his arms in his arms, and waited
quietly for something.
“You…” Mona wanted to speak, but as soon as she said a word, she suddenly closed
her mouth, and her delicate body trembled violently.
hum!
At this moment, Mona only felt that her body was cold and hot, and at the same time, an
extremely itchy feeling came from her body, which was very uncomfortable!
“Yue Feng, you’d better kill me!” Mona shouted, biting her lip, trying to hold back.
However, the feeling of being cold, hot and itchy at the same time became stronger and
stronger.
Yue Feng looked at her with a smile: “Why are you killing you? As the daughter of King
Rakshasa, you are so brave and you are not afraid of death, aren’t you very strong? If
you can carry it, I will let you go.”
“However, that kind of taste is not something that ordinary people can bear, Princess
Mona, come on!”
“You…”
After hearing Yue Feng’s words, Mona Feeling relieved, I started to get nervous, but still
stubborn and unwilling to admit defeat, I said coldly: “If you don’t scare me, I don’t
believe it anymore. What can a small medicinal pill do to me.”
As a Rakshasa King My daughter, who grew up in the wild and strange realm, what kind
of hardships have you not suffered? What is a small elixir?
Yue Feng looked at her with a smile, did not speak, and waited quietly.
At this time, Mona only felt hotter and hotter, and her whole body was dripping with
sweat, but the meridians in her body seemed to be frozen, and it was bone-chilling cold.
Itchy!
“Haha..ah..hahaha..”
Mona only felt that she was on the top of the snow-capped mountain, being roasted on
the fire, and at the same time, there were countless people who were constantly tickling
her. That feeling made her unable to bear it any longer, and she giggled while her teeth
chattered.

“It’s so cold, so hot, so itchy, Yue Feng, you bastard, kill me quickly!” Mona couldn’t
bear the itchy, hot and cold feeling, and couldn’t help but scream!
Yue Feng laughed without saying a word!
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“Haha, Yue Feng, do you hear me? Kill me! I can’t take it anymore!” Mona wanted to
wiggle, but her body was taped and she couldn’t move at all. This feeling is the most
uncomfortable .
For a time, Mona blushed, her red lips opened slightly, and she kept laughing. In the
laughter, there was a bit of pain, and she couldn’t laugh or cry.
Yue Feng stood aside with a leisurely expression, saw her being tortured like this, and
said with a smile, “How is it? Can you answer my question now? As long as you nod, I
will give you the antidote immediately!
” Trembling uncontrollably, resisting the hot, itchy, and cold feeling, biting his lips, he
said coldly, “Don’t even think about it!”
It’s about the Rakshasa clan, and I can’t say it in death!
“Okay, I’ll see how long you can hold on.” Yue Feng was not in a hurry. After he finished
speaking with a smile, he brought a stool from outside, sat there leisurely, and
continued to appreciate it.
I have to say, this Mona’s figure is really superb. In the sexy, there is a bit of wildness.
This type of beauty is not inferior to the women in the Kyushu mainland, but has a
unique charm.
Yue Feng’s eyes made Mona very angry, and at the same time, uncomfortable feelings
kept coming from her body.
At this time, Mona could not wait to peel off Yue Feng’s cramps.
“Haha,…haha…”
At the same time of resentment, Mona kept laughing and took Hancui Fire Pill, no one
could endure this kind of torture.
Yue Feng sat there with a leisurely expression, admiring Mona, and at the same time
listening to her sweet laughter, it was very pleasant.
“Yue Feng!” A

few minutes later, Mona was dripping with sweat, her delicate body was shaking, and
finally she couldn’t hold it any longer: “Haha.. Hurry up.. Give me the antidote, I can’t
take it anymore..”
Seeing that she was finally willing to surrender, Yue Feng showed a smile, but did not
move!
This Mona, who thinks she is not afraid of death, is very strong, and she is very hardmouthed. Now take this opportunity to torture her and completely shatter her selfesteem.
Thinking of this, Yue Feng closed his eyes and sat there whistling as if he hadn’t heard.
hateful!
Seeing this scene, Mona was very angry, but she had to let go of her pride and softly
asked: “Yue Feng, I beg you to give me the antidote, I beg you…”
Seriously, Begging for mercy from Yue Feng, Mona felt ten thousand reluctance in her
heart!
The daughter of the dignified Rakshasa King, who is respected by thousands of
Rakshasa tribesmen, when was she so dignified? But she really couldn’t take it
anymore!
At this time, Mona was dripping with sweat, her charming curves were looming, and her
face was red. Any man who saw it would be deeply intoxicated. Seeing that Yue Feng
hadn’t spoken yet, all of Mona’s self-esteem was completely forgotten, and she
continued to plead: “Yue Feng, you are the hero of Kyushu, the most powerful warrior in
the world, can’t I answer
it?”
, Mona explained how the Rakshasa clan tamed Jukui, as well as Jukui’s weaknesses.
When she finished saying this, Mona felt guilt that she couldn’t express in her heart.
She said the weakness of Ju Kui. She was so sorry for the people, and she was
extremely shy.
Her dignified daughter of King Rakshasa, whoever saw her would kowtow to say hello,
but at this time, she was begging for mercy from Yue Feng.
Seeing that she finally said it, Yue Feng showed a smile: “How good would it be earlier?
By the way, what else do you have besides Ju Kui?”

“I, we still have an army of beasts…there are millions…that is, an army of beasts. Every
beast is a terrifying existence in the wild and strange realm. In the words of your Kyushu
continent, the lowest strength also has martial arts. Holy realm.”
What?
Hearing this, Yue Feng was shocked, and his whole body was stunned, his head
buzzing.
An army of beasts?
The one with the lowest strength also has the strength of Martial Saint? Add up to
nearly one million, what a terrifying force is this?
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At this moment, Yue Feng’s expression was extremely solemn.
Nima, it turns out that the Rakshasa clan still have so many tricks to press the bottom of
the box, and they have not come out in actual combat.
In the first few battles, the giants led by the Rakshasa clan were enough to give the
Kyushu Continent a headache, and they still have an army of millions of beasts. When
the Rakshasa Clan really wants to release them, the Kyushu Continent will definitely
suffer heavy casualties.
Thinking of this, Yue Feng took a deep breath and looked at Mona seriously: “The last
question, when you cross the Chaos Mountains, are you going to be the enemy of the
Kyushu Continent, or are you going to occupy the territory? Live a peaceful life?”
Huh?
Hearing this, Mona was stunned for a while, and there was a bit of doubt on her heroic
and beautiful face.
The next second, Mona asked back, “What do you mean?”
Yue Feng said seriously: “If you guys think about returning to the Kyushu continent,
grabbing a piece of land, and prospering, we don’t need to fight to the death, what
should the two sides talk about when they sit down ? There is a lot of room.”
“If you want to be the enemy of the Kyushu Continent and dominate the world, then just
pretend that I didn’t say anything before.”
Yes, Yue Feng thought over and over again and decided that he could not continue to
fight against the Rakshasa clan, you know , The war has been raging recently, and

people in the Kyushu continent are already panicking. If the war continues to spread,
the world will never be peaceful.
This was not the result Yue Feng wanted to see.
If the Rakshasa tribe can sit down and talk about it and stop the war, then it is best.
“Giggle…”
Hearing this, Mona couldn’t help laughing, and looked at Yue Feng teasingly: “Yue
Feng, listen to you, you are afraid and don’t want to fight with our Rakshasa clan. Yes?”
Mona thought that Yue Feng was afraid. After all, the army of millions of beasts is not as
simple as imagined. Those beasts are bloodthirsty. Once this ultimate move is used, the
mainland of Kyushu will definitely be bloody, and the army led by Yue Feng will also be
bloodthirsty. Countless casualties.
I’m afraid?
Yue Feng was stunned and couldn’t help but laugh.
Before he could speak, Mona continued: “Let me tell you, Yue Feng, our Rakshasa clan
has been exiled for thousands of years. Do you know how our clansmen came here?
Fighting against the sky, fighting against the harsh environment , Fighting with ferocious
beasts, for thousands of years, we Rakshasa have endured too much cruelty.”
“And now, we are finally strong, we can climb over the Chaos Mountains, and take back
everything we lost, but you told me that you want to sit What about coming down? Do
you think it’s possible?”
“In the eyes of our Rakshasa clan, there is nothing to say about rushing here, there is
only conquest and being conquered.”
“If you are afraid, you can choose to surrender and take Kyushu with you. Continent,
let’s respect our Rakshasa, and at that time, our Rakshasa may sit down and have a
good talk with you.”
After saying this, Mona’s face was full of arrogance, and she completely forgot. How did
he begged to Yue Feng just now.
What the fuck? The breath is not small.
Yue Feng laughed dumbly and looked at Mona up and down: “You think I’m afraid and
don’t dare to fight, right?”
“Isn’t it?” Mona asked with a sneer.

call!
Yue Feng took a deep breath, looked into Mona’s eyes, and said seriously: “Then let me
tell you, we in the Kyushu continent will never bow to evil forces, let alone surrender. I
said that just for the sake of the people of Kyushu. It’s not for fear.”
Hearing this, Mona laughed, with confidence and playfulness in her eyes: “Is that so? It
seems that you are confident enough to deal with our army of beasts?”
“No!” Yue Feng scratched his head and answered truthfully.
Mona laughed even more happily: “Then why are you so confident?”
This Yue Feng is really interesting. The ancestors said that the people in the Kyushu
continent are the most liars. Now it seems that it is not fake at all, and they are
obviously incompetent. Winning the Rakshasa clan is still so confident.
Such people should be trampled under the feet of the Rakshasa clan and conquered.
Chapter 2409
Seeing Mona’s confident face, even still arrogant, Yue Feng chuckled and slowly took
out something from his body: “I’m not sure yet, but with this thing, I think, it will become
your Rakshasa clan The nightmare.”
Said, Yue Feng handed the thing to Mona.
Radiant and gorgeous.
It was that Dragon Ball.
Um?
Sensing the strange power in the Dragon Ball, Mona couldn’t help trembling, and said
dumbly: “This… what is this?”
When she said this, Mona’s tone trembled.
Because she clearly sensed that the bead in front of her contained a very terrifying
power, and this power seemed to be able to suppress the blood of the Rakshasa clan,
making people unable to help but be afraid and unable to produce the slightest
blasphemy.
“It’s called Dragon Ball!”

Yue Feng showed a smile, looked at Mona and said seriously: “You should have heard
of the dragon, when your Rakshasa clan was exiled to the wild and strange realm,
Xuanyuan Huangdi was beside the dragon to help. , Therefore, your Rakshasa clan will
be completely defeated.”
“Emperor Xuanyuan knows that your Rakshasa clan will make a comeback after
thousands of years, leaving behind the dragon ball and the clue of the dragon.”
Speaking of this, Yue Feng looked at it with a smile. Looking at Mona: “You said, if I
bring a powerful dragon, can I defeat you?”
This…
Mona’s delicate face suddenly paled, she was speechless, and her delicate body was
faint. Trembling, somewhat inexplicably flustered.
It is recorded in the ancient books of the Rakshasa tribe that the reason why they were
expelled to the wild and strange realm was precisely because of Xuanyuan Huangdi,
who had the help of the dragon, the dragon, the supreme spirit beast in the world, the
head of the divine beast, and possessed earth-shaking divine power. There are many
beasts to help participate in the battle, and it is impossible to be the opponent of the
dragon.
However, the dragon has disappeared for thousands of years, does it really still exist?
Did Yue Feng deliberately scare him? But the Dragon Ball in his hand doesn’t seem to
be fake.
“You…”
Finally, Mona recovered and looked at Yue Feng and said, “Have you really found the
clue to the dragon?”
“Not bad!” Yue Feng nodded with a smile.
In fact, Yue Feng just got the Dragon Ball, but in order to make Mona fear, he
deliberately lied to her.
Hearing this, Mona’s body trembled, she panicked completely, and was speechless.
If Yue Feng really had a dragon, even if the Rakshasa tribe had an army of millions of
beasts, it would be useless. In the end, they would still be defeated twice. Maybe, he
will be driven to the wild and strange realm.
It’s just that the Rakshasa people hate that place, and they would rather die than go
back.

Seeing the change in Mona’s expression, Yue Feng was secretly delighted.
Haha…
Although this Mona is not afraid of death and has a strong personality, she is still pure.
The next second, Yue Feng put away the dragon ball and said slowly: “Princess Mona,
am I qualified to make peace with your Rakshasa now?”
This…
Mona bit her lip so hard that she was about to bleed. , said gently: “What do you want?”
At this time, Mona was in a very uneasy mood. She thought that Yue Feng was just a
cunning person who spoke eloquently, but he didn’t expect that the cards in his hand
were even more terrifying.
As expected of a person who is famous in Kyushu, this man is like a vast ocean,
unfathomable.
Chapter 2410
“It’s very simple!”
Yue Feng showed a smile and said to Mona: “I’ll let you go now, go and help me
persuade your two brothers to give up the war with the Kyushu mainland.”
“As long as they If you are willing to be peaceful, I can guarantee that within the
continent of Kyushu, there must be a place for your Rakshasa clan to live, and of
course, your Rakshasa clan must also guarantee that you will not cause trouble or
cause wars in the future.”
After saying the last sentence, Yue Fengda Thorn sat on the chair, crossed Erlang’s
legs, looked at Mona leisurely, and waited for her response.
“I…”
Mona bit her lip tightly, not knowing how to answer for a while.
With the current strength of the Rakshasa Clan, it is not difficult to dominate the Kyushu
Continent, and to surrender the Kyushu Continent is the goal of the Rakshasa Clan for
thousands of years, and it is also the belief left by their ancestors. If he promised Yue
Feng, wouldn’t he become a traitor of the Rakshasa clan?

Moreover, the two older brothers will never agree. After all, my father and Yang Jian
were in a fierce battle a few days ago and disappeared. This hatred can’t be put down
as soon as it is said.
It’s just… If you don’t agree, Yue Feng will use the dragon to deal with the Rakshasa.
That is the strongest divine beast. No matter how strong the Rakshasa clan is, how can
it be the opponent of the dragon?
For a time, Mona was in a tangle.
Ugh!
Seeing Mona’s delay in making a decision, Yue Feng sighed deliberately, stood up, and
said to himself: “It seems that your Rakshasa family is really not afraid of death, if that’s
the case, then forget it, wait for me. Bring the dragon over, let’s see you on the
battlefield.”
Hearing this, Mona’s body trembled, and she stomped her feet anxiously: “I promise
you. You let me go, and I will persuade the two brothers to stop the fight. “
When she said this, Mona was very reluctant.
But there is no other way, for the future of the Rakshasa clan, we can only promise Yue
Feng, otherwise Yue Feng will really bring the dragon, and those who wait for the
Rakshasa clan will be doomed.
Haha…
Seeing that Mona finally agreed, Yue Feng was so excited that he walked over with a
smile, loosened Mona, and opened the shackles.
“Princess really understands righteousness.” Yue Feng said with a smile: “Then I will
wait for your good news.”
After saying that, Yue Feng personally took Mona out of the cell.
Mona nodded and went outside the prison door, with her toes on the ground, jumped up
in the air, headed towards the Rakshasa camp, and disappeared into the night in the
blink of an eye.
call!
Watching Mona walk away, Yue Feng breathed a long sigh of relief, hoping that his trick
would be successful, so that the Kyushu mainland would not have to fight with the
Rakshasa tribe, and the people could live and work in peace and contentment.

…..
the other side! Rakshasa Camp.
In a tent in the center of the camp, Su Qingyan and Xu Qingyi were sitting there with
their eyebrows furrowed and anxious.
The battle situation is getting more and more tense, how can you rest in the mood?
Swish!
At this moment, the leather curtain at the door was suddenly lifted, and then, a tall figure
walked in quickly. His face was cold and arrogant, it was Meng Ao.
hiss!
Seeing this scene, Su Qingyan and Xu Qingyi were stunned for a moment, and at the
same time their delicate bodies were trembling, and they were inexplicably flustered.
Didn’t the eldest son say that Meng Ao would not disturb the two of them at will, where
did he have the courage to break in? What is he going to do, isn’t he afraid of Meng
Lang’s anger?
At this time, Su Qingyan and Xu Qingyi didn’t know that Meng Lang was dead.
Seeing Su Qingyan’s nervous expressions, Meng Ao showed a smile.
“Keep an eye on the outside, no matter what you hear, don’t come in.” Meng Ao said
coldly to the guards outside.
“Yes, Prince!”
At this time, Meng Ao looked back at Su Qingyan and sneered: “You don’t have to look
at me with this kind of eyes, and don’t think Meng Lang will come back to save you.
Because he is already dead, Now the president of the Rakshasa army is me!”
What?

